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New fabrics
Our autumn/winter range is now in store. We have a good range of wool and wool blend fabrics (many of them Italian made) of varying 
weights, from a lightweight pure wool flannel through to jacquard coating fabrics. We have also been able to get more of the popular 
boiled wool fabric, and currently have 3 colours in stock. And don’t forget the beautiful wool/cashmere coating fabric ‘Zarina’ - we 
still have limited stock of 3 colours. Pinwale corduroy is proving difficult to source, so we have brought in 4 colours of lovely uncut 
corduroy—just perfect for skirts, pants, tunics, for both big and little people.  
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We have a good range of knits, 
both printed and plain, which 
are great for tops or dresses. 
This include 5 colours of 
merino knit and 3 colours of the  
modal/wool knit. 

Bernina news
The annual Mothers Day sale is now on, with savings on all models 
of machines. It is also a great time to stock up on those presser feet 
you have been meaning to buy for a while, while they are 20% off. 
Sale on now until 31st May. 

Yarn
The yarn shelves are starting to be restocked. Noro have released 
some new yarns, and we have two of them. Shiro is a wool/silk/
cashmere blend, and Janome is a wool/silk blend. We have two 
colours in both of these yarns. We also have two colours of the 
solid coloured yarns in the popular Silk Garden. More Noro will 
appear in the coming weeks. Each season, new yarns and colours 
are released whilst others are 
discontinued. I have also been 
looking at a number of other 
yarns to test out as well. If you 
have a yarn that you think would 
be really good to have here, 
please let me now.

Looking for denim? We have 
been able to source a number of 
different weights and colours of 
denim, both in stretch and non-
stretch.  Pink, purple, brown, 
plus many more!  



Bernina demo model sale
We are selling our 710 sewing machine. This machine has been 
used for demonstration purposes only, so is still in excellent 
condition and is covered by full 10 year warranty. 

We are also including a walking foot, an edgestitch and invisible 
zipper foot, all valued at $230. Total package is valued at $4,729, 
now offered at the special price of $3,750. You are welcome to 
come and have a test drive. 

A learning experience 
Bernina gathers together all their dealers on an annual basis, at 
which time new models of machines are released. One of the new 
releases this year is the Bernina 720, which is a new version of 
the 710. As a means of understanding the capabilities of the new 
machines, we get to test drive them on a Bernina made project. 
This year we were charged with making the genie bottle shown on 
the right. This incorporated using the embroidery module and applique techniques, 
as well as using the Bernina stitch regular (BSR) to do the stipple quilting. Wendy 
did the quilting on the right, and I did the bit on the left. As a novice at this technique, 
it seems I broke all the stipple quilting rules— no sharp corners, no crossing over 
stitches. And then when the Bernina team attached our final product to the frame, it 
was put on crooked!! Still, there is a certain charm about a lopsided genie. It was an 
interesting experience, especially as we have no experinece with embroidery, unlike 
almost all the other dealers!  
If you are interested in this machine, we have one in store available for a test drive. 

Noticeboard
Stitch & Yarn: a group of creative women who meet on the last Tuesday of each 
month. 7.30-9.30 pm. New attendees welcome. Bring along your project, and a plate 
to share. 
Recycling: Are you accumulating our paper bags from your purchases? We are always happy to for you to bring back the paper bags for 
us to re-use.  
Students: get a 15% discount on all fabrics except vintage.  And we are always happy to provide samples for projects. 
Cardboard fabric rolls: Does anyone have a use for these? We have accumulated excess stock, so you are welcome to take some.  

And finally, some more images of our latest fabrics. The two images on the left are knits, the grey check is a double sided wool blend, 
and the image on the right is a selection of printed cottons which all feature various animals. Some are very cute!


